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We are a business
inclined profitable investment company with all the
right tools and experts to help you grow your
investment.

We are an international financial company engaged
in investment activities, which are related to
trading on financial markets and cryptocurrency
exchanges performed by qualified professional
traders.

What i s
Waystoneshare

Experienced Specialized
Professional



Why Choose
Waystoneshare?

Our goal is to provide our investors
with a reliable source of high income,
while minimizing any possible risks
and offering a high-quality service.

Legal Company
Our company conducts
absolutely legal activities
in the legal field. We are
certified to operate
investment business, we are
legal and safe

Anonymity
Anonymity and using
cryptocurrency a s a
payment instrument. In the
era of electronic
money - this is one of the
most convenient ways of
cooperation
Our goal is to provide our
investors with a
reliable source of high
income, while minimizing any
possible risks and
offering a high-quality
service.

High reliability
We are trusted by a huge
number of people. We are
working hard constantly to
improve the level of our
security system and minimize
possible risks

24/7 Support
We provide 24/7 customer
support through e-mail
and telegram. Our support
representatives are
periodically available to
elucidate any difficulty
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Real  Estate  Shares



Our Serv ices  

CRYPTOCURRENCY 
Cryptocurrencies could
potentially be the currency of the
future with more people gaining
interest and price value going up.
Waystoneshares offers
competitive spreads, with no
commissions charged on
transactions making it more
profitable. When trading
with Waystoneshares you are
trading on the price changes of the
digital coin, and not physically
purchasing it. Trading with
Waystoneshares ensures that you
will trade with a 100% reputable
broker.

Waystoneshares now offers all
traders the opportunity to trade a
wide range of the top ranked
digital
coins 24/7*. Today
cryptocurrencies have become
known to most people as a
conventional and popular
investment option. The main
purpose of this new technology
is to allow people to buy, trade,
and invest without the need for
banks or any other financial
institution.



Our Serv ices
Getting a loan doesn’t have to be
intimidating, with the right lender it
can be a simple process. You only
need a lender committed to taking
the mystery out of the mortgage
loan process! At Waystoneshares,
we understand! Our investors want
simple facts, honest answers and
competitive products. DGS
automatically offers loan services
to investors with over $50,000
investment either in our normal
Waystoneshares financial Services
packages or the NFP plans.
Investors over $50,000 are
entitled to loans of $200,000-
1millon dollars yearly with 5% paid
monthly, or the investor could wish
to compound the interest till the
time limit, provided all required
information and identity of the
investor are duly confirmed by
Waystoneshares loan board. Every
investor above $50,000 is
provided with a personal account
manager and the investor has a
direct communication with the
manager in order to see that our
loan offers are secured. 

LOAN GRANT 



Our Serv ices
Medica l  Cannabis

For many years we have been
working conscientiously and with
the most diverse technologies and
means. We have constantly
successfully completed our
projects. We believe that the full
benefits and potential of cannabis
as a medical therapy are within our
reach only through supply chain
transparency, an engaged and
active network of cannabis users,
and data that is consistently
available and verifiable for medical
surveys and for developing and
establishing therapies and life-
prolonging solutions and
treatments on blockchain
technology. Our vision is one in
which cannabis medical research
gets the support it needs and
deserves



Our Serv ices
FOREX TRADING 

Forex is a portmanteau of foreign
currency and exchange. Foreign
exchange is the process of
changing one currency into
another currency for a variety of
reasons, usually for commerce,
trading, or tourism. According to a
recent triennial report from the
Bank for International Settlements
(a global bank for national central
banks), the average was more than
$5.1 trillion in daily forex trading
volume. Because of the worldwide
reach of trade, commerce, and
finance, forex markets tend to be
the largest and most liquid asset
markets in the world. Market
participants use forex to hedge
against international currency and
interest rate risk, to speculate on
geopolitical events, and to 
diversify portfolios, among
several other reasons.



Our Serv ices  

GOLD INVESTMENT Commonly seen as a great store of
wealth, this precious metal is also
known as a reliable safe-haven asset.
With a rich history amongst almost all
global cultures, gold remains a highly
popular investment. Although it has
multiple uses, its primary function is
typically to hedge against inflation in
an often volatile futures market, as
well as to diversify existing Precious
Metals Investment Retirement
Accounts. Gold has been one of the
most valuable precious metals
throughout human history, used by
elites as a symbol of wealth for
centuries due to its rarity and its
ability to hold its worth for a long
time. Historically, it has been the most
common way to pass on one’s wealth
as an inheritance from one generation
to the next. Gold is considered a
worthy investment, with coins and
bars available for purchase in various
sizes, ranging from one gram to a
whopping 400 ounces. Being the most
reliable investment commodity
available, gold has proven to be a
perfect way to diversify your
investment portfolio and an excellent
safeguard against volatile currency.



Our Serv ices  

OIL AND GAS 

Benefits of investing in oil:
Traded oil has many advantages
compared to other popular assets such
as for example stocks. Speculating with
oil only requires some basic technical
and fundamental analysis of the market.
Terms seem complicated? Not to worry!
The website invest-oil.co.uk was
specifically created to assist investors in
understanding the rules of investing in
black gold and thereby enable them to
easily gain access to this opportunity.
You will have the upper hand to quickly
make profits and earn money simply
through oil price changes.

Oil trading with CFD
Surprising as it might be, anyone can
invest in the oil market to make a profit.
Indeed, the development of online
trading platforms has allowed individuals
to use their savings to speculate on rising
or falling oil prices. To this end, simply
choose your method of trading between
the CFDs offered by Forex brokers, which
are specifically designed for beginners.
Invest-oil.co.uk makes a point to explain
how these two trading tools work and
how best to use them for profit.



Our Serv ices  

RETIREMENT PROGRAM

Waystoneshares study of worldwide
retirement saving habits discovered that
people with some kind of retirement plan
have more than three times as much in
their nest egg than those with no plan at
all. And savers who take it one step
further by working with an investing
advisor to put their plan to paper? Their
average nest egg is a whopping 445%
bigger than non-planners. That’s a big
deal! Now, did you catch that? By
working with an advisor and by having a
plan in place, you can supercharge your
retirement savings.

Saving for retirement can be a daunting
task, but with a sound strategy, it’s well
within reach. Waystoneshares is here to
bring clarity to retirement planning and
set you on your path to success. Here
you’ll better understand your options
and find the right investment. If you had
the chance to double—or even quadruple
—your retirement savings, you’d
probably jump at that opportunity, right?
Well, there’s one simple change you can
make today that’s sure to boost your
retirement savings.



 Rules  and Guidel ines
 At waystoneshare, we highly value transparency and ensuring that our
clients' investments are managed with the utmost care and professionalism.
Therefore, the following rules and policies are to ensure a secured investment
experience for all our partners.

1: Comprehensive Due Diligence: Before any investment opportunity is presented
to our clients, we conduct thorough due diligence. Our dedicated team of experts
meticulously examines each proposed venture, analyzing its financial viability,
market potential, and risks involved. This ensures that our clients are presented
with only the most promising investment options.

2. Risk Management: Investment inherently comes with risks. However, at
Waystoneshare, we employ a rigorous risk management framework to minimize
potential downsides. Our skilled risk management team monitors market
conditions, performs regular stress tests, and implements proactive strategies to
mitigate risks, aiming for long-term sustainable growth for our clients' portfolios.
And because of this a waystoneshare investor is required
to insure his or her account, so that it will cover any form of inconveniences
experienced by our clients from his /her wyastonshare wallet to an external wallet .

3. Diversification: We believe in the importance of diversifying our clients'
portfolios to spread risk and maximize returns. Our experienced investment
advisors carefully allocate assets across various industries and asset classes to
create a well-balanced and diversified investment portfolio. By spreading
investments across multiple sectors, we aim to lessen the impact of market
volatility and optimize potential returns.

4. Long-Term Focus: At Waystoneshare, we prioritize a long-term investment
strategy over short-term gains. We believe in the power of compounding and the
benefits of staying invested in quality assets over time. Our team continually
evaluates the performance of investments and makes necessary adjustments to
align with long-term goals while considering short-term
market fluctuations.
By consistently managing a compounding account, you will receive significant
recognition from Waystoneshare, which includes the opportunity to earn a
substantial Company Bonus. These bonuses can be awarded on a monthly basis,
during special occasions, annually, or when the market experiences a bullish trend.
📈



 Rules  and Guidel ines
Once you are registered with us and activated your account in
waystoneshare, you are required to wait till after 7 days so that you can either
withdraw your profits or make a reinvestment . 
Making or placing several withdrawals at a giving succession or period will
accumulate so much gas fee. So you are required to always make a sum and
place a withdrawal at once.

5. Client Education and Communication: We place great emphasis on client
education and communication. We strive to keep our clients informed about
their investment progress through regular updates, performance reports, and
personalized communication. Our dedicated client support team is always
available to address any inquiries, concerns, or investment-related questions
that may arise.

Note: The stocks , commodity and crypto markets can be highly volatile and
therefore, it's a beckon of responsibility on the team and management of
Waystoneshare to enact necessary politicies and actions that will guarantee
secured and best investment experience of our partners and investors,
therefore, waystoneshare is solely committed to protecting and securing your
investments and for that you are urged to always follow and abide by the
decisions of the waystoneshare Management as that is for your best interest.
In essence, the rules and policies can change with the changing market
conditions.

These rules and policies form the foundation of our investment company's
operations. We are committed to upholding these principles to serve you
better and protect your investment interests. Trust, integrity, and strong
ethical values are at the core of everything we do.

Thank you for choosing waystoneshare as your investment partner. We look
forward to a fruitful and successful journey together.
Wishing you continued prosperity,

Waystoneshare's management team.



Steps  to  make your  depos i ts
in  waystoneshare :

1: "Choose file"

2: Upload the "transaction receipt" of the deposit you made.

3: Then click on "pay now" and wait for your deposit to be confirmed by
waystoneshare.

Note: After making your deposits for your normal investments, take a picture
of the transaction receipt ( the one of the deposit you made ) then click on :

1: Click on the “DEPOSIT” icon on your dashboard 

2: Select the Gateway or the preferred crypto currency you wants to deposit
with

3: Enter the Amount you wants to deposit 

4:Then click on “Submit”

5: It will automatically direct you to a generated deposit address which you
will copy and make your deposit with.

Note: Ensure you enter the right deposit wallet address while making your
payments to avoid any mistakes. Crypto currency sent to a wrong wallet
address can’t be recovered.



steps  on how to  make your
withdrawals  on Waystoneshare :

1: Log into your account 

2: Click on "withdrawal"

3: Select the gateway (the preferred crypto currency you wants to withdraw)

4: Chose the amount you wants to withdraw 

5: Click on 'Submit'

6: Input the wallet address you wants to be payed out with.
Note: Ensure you input the correct external wallet address, crypto currencies
sent to a wrong address can't be recovered. 

7: Click on submit then wait for your withdrawals to be disbursed. 
We always pay out within 1-5 minutes after making a withdrawal request. This
is due to network factors and traffics from other investors making this actions
at the same time.



P A Y M E N T  M E T H O D  

www.Waystoneshare.com
support@Waystoneshare.com
2nd Floor 20-22 Bedford Row
Holborn, London WC1R 4EB, England

We accept Bitcoin and Ethereum and Tether (USDT)
payment methods to make your investment

process easier with our platform.


